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ABSTRACT 32 

This investigation deals with coordination compounds of oxidovanadium(IV) with L-malic and L-33 

tartaric acids in aqueous solution. The different binary systems are studied by potentiometric, 34 

spectroscopic techniques and DFT calculation in a wide concentration range and with different 35 

metal/ligand ratios. Electronic paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy (EPR) and molecular 36 

absorption spectrophotometry are employed. A speciation model is proposed for the metal/ligand 37 

systems elaborating the potentiometric data and the actuality of the model proposed was confirmed 38 

by the comparison of the speciation distribution with the nature and the intensity of EPR and UV-39 

vis spectra. This approach lead us to revise the speciation models previously proposed identifying 40 

the dinuclear species M2L2H-n as predominant, for both vanadyl-ligand systems, also in case of high 41 

ligand excess. For each system investigated the individual spectrum of the relevant species is 42 

estimated and a careful exam of electronic spectra of vanadyl complexes provided some 43 

information about the structure-spectra relation. 44 



Keywords 45 
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 48 

1. Introduction 49 

Our attention is addressed to a systematic investigation of coordination compounds between 50 

vanadyl oxido cation and carboxylic acids and to their structural characterisation by means of 51 

spectroscopic techniques. In previous investigations [1,2], dealing with the vanadyl chemistry in 52 

water solution, the joint elaboration of potentiometric and spectroscopic data obtained on the 53 

vanadyl-ligand containing solutions allowed us to strengthen the speciation model proposed and to 54 

achieve a deeper knowledge of the structure of complexes in solution. With the same purpose now 55 

we present the results obtained on vanadyl-ligand systems with two α-hydroxylated oligocarboxylic 56 

acids: L-malic and L-tartaric acid. Despite vanadyl-malate and tartrate systems were widely studied, 57 

some points about speciation and spectroscopic characterization of vanadyl complexes in water 58 

solution require further investigations. 59 

There are many articles dealing with vanadyl–tartrate systems [3-16]. Jørgensen [3], Ballhausen and 60 

Gray [4], Selbin [5,6] and Baran [7] discussed the vanadyl-tartrate spectra in order to clarify the 61 

effect of the coordination and  the electronic structure of the vanadyl ion. The investigations of 62 

Dunlop et al. [8], Dunhill et al. [10] and Belford et al. [11] were focused on the spectroscopic 63 

characterization of vanadyl-tartrate species. Thermodynamic studies dealing with the chemical 64 

speciation of vanadyl-tartrate systems were proposed by  Tapscott et al. [9,13], Pettit et al. [12] and 65 

Micera et al. [14,16].   66 

The more recent studies dealing the speciation and the spectroscopic characterization of vanadyl-67 



tartrate systems are those of Micera et al. [14,16]. The ref. 14 reports a study on vanadyl 68 

complexation with D-, L- and DL-tartrate in aqueous solution with ligand to metal molar ratios of 69 

1:1, 1:2 1:4, and employs potentiometric and spectroscopic (UV-vis and EPR) techniques. A more 70 

recent ref. 16 reports a study of vanadyl complexation with the same ligands, but at high ligand to 71 

metal molar ratios, and employs the combination of potentiometric, spectroscopic (UV-vis and 72 

EPR) and cyclic voltammetry techniques. They propose a speciation model where the mononuclear 73 

species are predominant in solutions with high ligand to metal molar ratios.  74 

The vanadyl-malate system was studied with potentiometric and spectroscopic techniques by 75 

Micera et al. [17] and Helena et al. [18] and a spectroscopic investigation was carried out by Selbin 76 

et al. [5]. Micera et al. [17] proposed a speciation study based on the interpretation of titration data 77 

and of EPR and electronic spectra, but no formation constants are given. A broad investigation was 78 

proposed by Helena et al. [18]. They proposed a speciation model for the vanadyl-malate system, in 79 

a wide range of concentration conditions, and elaborated the potentiometric data with the support of 80 

UV-visible, circular dichroism and EPR spectra. Nevertheless, the speciation model hypothesised 81 

provides the formation of only mononuclear species, interpretation that is not in full agreement with 82 

our experimental data.  83 

For both the two metal-ligand systems the previous interpretations of the data relative to solutions 84 

with high ligand excess are not completely satisfying. The intensity of EPR spectra shows the 85 

presence of dinuclear species and only of a minor fraction of mononuclear ones. In order to resolve 86 

this uncertainty, in this work, the chemical models obtained from the elaboration of the 87 

potentiometric data, are sustained and optimized by the careful comparison of the speciation 88 

distribution diagrams, calculated on the basis of the model, with the spectroscopic data. The model 89 

is considered satisfying when both the nature and the intensity of each EPR and UV-vis spectra, 90 

recorded at different pH values, is in accordance with the type and the abundance of the species 91 



hypothesised on the basis of the model at the same pH. This approach, for the first once applied also 92 

to EPR data, led us to propose an improved and a more comprehensive interpretation of 93 

experimental evidence for the two metal-ligand systems. Moreover, the UV-vis spectra are 94 

elaborated applying the speciation model in order to obtain the spectroscopic parameters of single 95 

complex species providing interesting information on the structure of vanadyl complexes. 96 

Additionally, we intend to check which kind of vanadyl complexes can match the speciation 97 

proposed on the basis of potentiometric titration, by examining equilibrium structures that are 98 

minimum in energy and that are able to reproduce an experimental observable with DFT 99 

calculations. 100 

 101 

2. Experimental 102 

 103 

2.1 Chemicals 104 

 105 

Vanadyl sulfate (vanadium(IV) oxide sulphate pentahydrate, purity ~ 96%, Riedel-de Haën or 106 

Aldrich), stock solution (∼ 0.1 mol L-1) is weekly prepared without previous purification of the salt; 107 

it is standardized by redox titration with permanganate solution [19] (Carlo Erba), followed by 108 

photometric detection [1].  109 

L-(-)-malic ((S)-(-)-hydroxybutanedioic acid) (purity of 99.5%) and L-(+)-tartaric (2,3-110 

dihydroxybutanedioic acid) (purity of 99.5%) acids are Merck products. The ligand molecule are 111 

used without further purification and their purity are checked alkalimetrically.  112 

Potassium and sodium chloride solutions are prepared by weighing pure salt (Fluka, p.a.). Standard 113 



KOH and HCl solutions are prepared by diluting Merck or Fluka concentrate products and 114 

standardized against potassium hydrogenphthalate (Fluka, puriss.) and sodium carbonate (Fluka, 115 

puriss.), respectively. All solutions are prepared using grade A glassware and ultrapure water 116 

(conductivity < 0.1 µS). 117 

 118 

2.2 Electromotive force measurements 119 

 120 

Potentiometric measurements are performed using a Metrohm mod. 713 potentiometer (resolution 121 

of ±0.1 mV) coupled with a Metrohm 665 Dosimat burette (minimum volume deliverable of ±0.001 122 

cm3) and equipped with a Metrohm combined glass electrode (mod. 6.0222.100).  123 

For all the potentiometric measurements the electrode couple is standardized, in terms of pH = -124 

log[H+], by titrating HCl 10 mmol L-1 solution (at the same ionic strength value as the solution 125 

under study) with standard KOH in order to determine the standard potential E0 before each 126 

experiment. The electrode response in the alkaline region was verified by calculating the pKw value 127 

elaborating the titration data of the alkaline region. The potentiometric titrations are carried out in a 128 

stream of purified nitrogen gently bubbled in the titration cell to avoid O2 and CO2 contamination. 129 

The measurement cells are thermostated at (25±0.1°C) by means of a water circulation from a 130 

thermocryostat (mod. D1-G Haake).  131 

The most of the potentiometric titrations are carried out in KCl aqueous solutions with ionic 132 

strength 0.1 mol L-1. The solutions with L-tartaric acid concentration higher that 10 mmol L-1 are 133 

prepared utilizing NaCl 0.1 mol L-1 as background salt in order to avoid the precipitation of L-134 

tartaric acid monopotassium salt. For the investigation of VO2+-carboxylate systems, 25 mL of 135 

solution containing VO2+, the carboxylate ligand and KCl (or NaCl) is titrated with KOH standard. 136 



Each titration is at least twice repeated. The metal concentration ranges from 5 to 20 mmol L-1 for 137 

malate systems, from 3 to 10 mmol L-1 for tartrate systems. The ligand concentration ranges from 138 

2.5 to 50 mmol L-1 for malate and from 3 to 60 mmol L-1 for tartrate system. The metal to ligand 139 

ratios are 1:1, 1:2, 1:10, 3:1 for malate system, 1:1, 1:2, 1:3, 1:4, 1:7.5 and 3:1 for tartrate system. 140 

The considered ranges of pH are 2.1 - 7.5 and 2.1 - 9.0 for malate and tartrate, respectively. 141 

 142 

2.3 Spectrophotometric measurements 143 

 144 

The visible molecular absorption (350-900 nm) spectra are recorded on VO2+-carboxylate systems, 145 

at I = 0.1 mol L-1, with a V-550 Jasco spectrophotometer (optical path 1.000 cm). The solution 146 

being examined is transferred from the potentiometric to an optical cell using a peristaltic pump. 147 

Due to the low values of molar absorptivity coefficients of vanadyl containing species, the 148 

concentration of oxoido cation is always higher than 4 mmol L-1, with the suitable metal to ligand 149 

ratio. 150 

 151 

2.4 EPR measurements 152 

 153 

The EPR spectra of VO2+-carboxylate systems are recorded in quartz flat cell at room temperature 154 

with an ESP-300E Bruker X-band spectrometer. Experimental parameters are as follows: 155 

microwave power 4 mW, microwave frequency 9.68 GHz, modulation amplitude 4 Gauss, 156 

modulation frequency 100 KHz, time constant 81.92 ms, time sweep 84 s. 157 

 158 

 159 



2.5 Data analysis and calculations 160 

 161 

To determine all parameters of the electrode system, the titration data of calibration procedure are 162 

elaborated using the non-linear least squares computer program ESAB2M [20]. This program allow 163 

us to refine the analytical concentration of the reagents, the electrode formal potential E0, the 164 

coefficient ja relative to the acidic junction potential (according to the equation: Ej = ja [H
+]) and the 165 

ionic product of water Kw; it is also useful to evaluate the purity of the ligand examined. 166 

The refinement of the formation constants is performed by the BSTAC [21] software. It employs an 167 

iterative and convergent numerical method, which is based upon the linear combination of the mass 168 

balance equations, minimises the error squares sum on electromotive force values and takes into 169 

account eventual variations of ionic strength among and/or during titrations. In view of the 170 

experimental pH range, the contribution of acidic junction potential is taken into account in the 171 

elaboration of data.  172 

Spectrophotometric data were analysed by means of the least squares home-made computer 173 

program MOLEX [22] which calculates the values of molar absorptivity coefficients (ελ/L mol-1 174 

cm-1) of the different complexes by using experimental spectra (absorbance vs. wavelength λ/nm), 175 

analytical concentrations of the reagents and the proposed chemical model (stoichiometric 176 

coefficients and known stability constant values of all complexes) as input. After the calculation of 177 

the species distribution, absorption spectra are estimated for each complex formed in solution, only 178 

assuming the additivity of the absorbance in the investigated concentration range. Neither 179 

assumptions on the shape of the curves nor on the nature of electronic transitions are taken into 180 

account by the program.  181 

The vanadyl complexes spectra are characterized by more than one absorption bands, whose exact 182 



position is identified by a Gaussian deconvolution by means a data analysis software (Origin 6.1). 183 

EPR spectra of VO2+ solutions show typical unequal spacing between the lines due to second order 184 

effects. Therefore, in order to obtain the correct values of g and A, experimental data are analysed 185 

with the EPR simulation program SIM32, written by T. Spałek and Z. Sojka [23, 24]. 186 

All the DFT computations have been performed with the Gaussian09 package [25], using the 187 

standard tight convergence criteria. Details about the functional and basis set employed are reported 188 

in the DFT calculation paragraph. 189 

 190 

3. Results 191 

 192 

3.1 EPR spectra 193 

 194 

EPR spectra of VO2+-malate/tartrate solutions, at different pH, are recorded at room temperature in 195 

the same conditions of the potentiometric measurements. At very low pH values, EPR spectra show 196 

the typical eight lines pattern of vanadyl mononuclear complexes, due to the coupling of the 197 

unpaired electron with 51V nucleus (S = 1/2, I = 7/2). With increasing pH, the values of the isotropic 198 

hyperfine coupling constant A0 decrease, revealing the progressive substitution of the water 199 

molecules in the [VO(H2O)4]
2+ aquoion with one or more ligand donor groups. At the same time, 200 

the intensity of each EPR spectrum also decreases. The progressive disappearance of the EPR 201 

signals is attributable to the formation of magnetically coupled dinuclear species, but a different 202 

behaviour is observed for the two ligands. In the case of VO2+-L-malate complexes, the dinuclear 203 

species are EPR silent (S = 0), due to an antiferromagnetic exchange interaction which occurs when 204 

two vanadyl groups have coplanarity of their dxy orbitals [26]. At pH 5.5, for solutions with metal to 205 



ligand ratio of 1, the overall spectrum intensity is reduced at approximately 16% of the starting one, 206 

and only one species with A0 = 97.45 × 10-4 cm-1 is observable. The experimental spectra are 207 

reported in the Supplementary material (Appendix A), Fig. S3. On the basis of the additivity 208 

method [27,28], this spectrum can be ascribed to a mononuclear complex where VO2+ is 209 

coordinated by one –COO-, one OH- and two water molecules. As for the VO2+ solutions in the 210 

presence of an excess of malate, the decrease of intensity of the EPR spectra with increasing pH is 211 

less evident. At low pH values two sets of signals can be observed (Fig. 4). These EPR patterns 212 

show different A0 values, 102.10 × 10-4 cm-1 and 92.70 × 10-4 cm-1 respectively. On the basis of the 213 

additivity method [27,28], the first one can be assigned to a species where the VO2+ is coordinated 214 

by two –COO-, and two water molecules, probably with stoichiometry [VO(mal)]0, and the second 215 

one to a species where the VO2+ is coordinated by two –COO-, one R-O- and one water molecule. 216 

As pH increases, these species progressively disappear until, at pH 7.5, the total intensity of the 217 

EPR spectrum is only 30% of the initial one. At this pH, the species with A0 = 92.70 × 10-4 cm-1 is 218 

still present and a new species with A0 = 82.30 × 10-4 cm-1 can be observed. On the basis of the 219 

additivity method [27,28], the latter can be ascribed to a complex where the donor groups are two 220 

carboxylate and two R-O- groups, probably with a stoichiometry [VO(mal)2H-2]
4-. As for the VO2+-221 

L-tartrate complexes, the formation of dinuclear - EPR silent - species is also evident at very low pH 222 

values (Supplementary material, Fig. S4). In addition, starting from pH 4, the progressive 223 

disappearing of all the mononuclear species reveals the presence of a very low percentage (< 1%) of 224 

a complex attributable to a not-silent dimer in triplet state (S = 1) (Fig. 5), deriving from a 225 

ferromagnetic coupling already described for VO2+-L-tartrate system [11,23]. Further, only in the 226 

presence of an excess of ligand, a mononuclear species with A0 = 82.30 × 10-4 cm-1, similar to that 227 

observed in the case of the VO2+-L-malate complex, can be observed at pH 6.3 with a percentage of 228 

formation of approximately 5-7%. 229 



3.2 Analysis of potentiometric data and speciation models 230 

 231 

The potentiometric data recorded before pH 7 are elaborated in order to obtain the speciation model 232 

and the stability constant of the complexes. For pH values higher than 7, even with high excess of 233 

ligand, equilibrium conditions cannot be reached because of precipitation or oxidation of 234 

vanadium(IV) to vanadium(V). The instability of vanadium(IV) solutions was observed with all the 235 

experimental techniques utilized. The results of the elaboration are reported in Table 1, with 236 

protonation constants of the ligands and statistical parameters of the fits. Calculations were 237 

performed by considering the formation of hydrolytic species of the oxido cation, [VO(OH)]+ and 238 

[(VO)2(OH)2]
2+, the formation of the ion pairs vanadyl–sulphate and vanadyl–chloride, and the 239 

protonation of sulphate anion. The formation constants of these species are reported in ref. 2 and 31 240 

(logβVO(OH) = -5.78 and logβ(VO2)2(OH)2 = -6.94; for sulphate pK
H = 1.54 and logβVO(SO4) = 1.80; 241 

logβVOCl = 0.04). The formation constants of hydrolytic species were calculated from titration data 242 

of vanadyl solutions before precipitation of solid phase, but in presence of ligand, it is possible to 243 

work at higher pH with respect to solution with oxido cation only, therefore we tested the formation 244 

of [(VO)2(OH)5]
- and [VO(OH)3]

- [16,32]. Even if for [(VO)2(OH)5]
- we obtained a formation 245 

constant (logβ(VO)2(OH)5 = -19.76±0.09) higher than that of ref. 32 (logβ(VO)2(OH)5 = - 22.0), the 246 

percentage of formation of this species, in our experimental conditions, is negligible, while the 247 

formation of the less important species [VO(OH)3]
- was excluded by the elaboration process. The 248 

percentage of formation of VOCl+ is negligible, also. 249 

The speciation models for both the vanadyl/ligand systems have been elaborated from 250 

potentiometric data, but taking into account the whole of experimental information. In the tartrate 251 

system the potentiometric data lead to chemical models unambiguous and coherent with 252 



spectroscopic results, while, for malate system the selection of the speciation model have been 253 

found to be more difficult. The potentiometric data can be explained with more than one chemical 254 

model and only taking into account the EPR and UV-vis results it is possible to provide an accurate 255 

data interpretation. The species distribution diagrams resultant from the speciation models proposed 256 

are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. For both the systems we propose the formation of mononuclear, VOLH 257 

and VOL2H-n, dinuclear (VO)2L2H-n and binuclear (VO)2LH-n species. The term H-n means that the 258 

complexation reaction gives more protons than the acidic ones coming from the ligand molecule 259 

(i.e. from alcoholic groups or hydrolysis). L-malate also forms VOL species, while with L-tartrate, 260 

due to the formation of dinuclear complexes at low pH values, this species is negligible. It is highly 261 

probable that both malate and tartrate form dinuclear complexes with the participation of 262 

deprotonated alcoholic groups in the coordination in agreement with the progressive disappearance 263 

of the EPR signals attributable to the formation of magnetically coupled dinuclear species. 264 

According to the literature data [17], the formation of a mononuclear VOLH-1 complex of malate 265 

was reported without any hint to an eventual presence of dimers. We tried to explain the 266 

experimental data by considering a chemical model involving both dinuclear and mononuclear 267 

deprotonated species and the best fit is consistent with the formation of predominant dinuclear 268 

species ((VO)2L2H-1, (VO)2L2H-2 and (VO)2L2H-3) and an unimportant concentration of 269 

mononuclear  VOLH-1. The presence of the species [VOmalH-1]
- could be neglected on the basis of 270 

the potentiometric titrations only, but the EPR spectra recorded at pH 5.5, for solutions with metal 271 

to ligand ratio of 1, reveal the presence of a mononuclear species in the solutions, as reported above. 272 

This experimental evidence cannot be ignored, and the [VOmalH-1]
- is the only species that fits with 273 

potentiometric data and is coherent with a value of  A0 = 97.45 × 10-4 cm-1. The speciation models 274 

proposed are in accordance with EPR signals, not only with respect to the nature of the species, but 275 

also with respect to the quantity. The decrease of the spectrum intensity at 15% of the starting one, 276 



for solutions with VO2+/malate = 1, at pH 5.5, is coherent with the VO2+ percentage involved in the 277 

VOLH-1 calculated with the chemical model (Fig. 1a). At this pH only this species gives EPR 278 

signal. 279 

As regards the dinuclear complexes of tartrate, our model shows that they are quite predominant in 280 

solution over a wide range of pH (the (VO)2L2H-1 species is already present at pH 2) in accordance 281 

with the low intensity of EPR signals recorded (Supplementary material, Fig. S4). The formation of 282 

dimers is much favoured by the presence in the ligand molecule of hydroxyl groups which can 283 

coordinate VO2+, both in the protonated and deprotonated form. Even in excess of ligand  (CL:CVO 284 

= 40:6) the formation of complexes with a ratio tar/VO = 2 is not very significant. Up to pH 7, 285 

Lodyga-Chruscinska et al. [16], working with ligand to metal ratios up to 10:1, found the formation 286 

of the relevant complex [VO(tar)2H-2]
4-. With excess of tartrate, this species is consistent with our 287 

speciation model as well, but its formation percentage is less than 10%. No evidence is obtained for 288 

the formation of [VO(tar)2H-3]
5- and [VO(tar)2H-4]

6-, which according to Lodyga-Chruscinska et al. 289 

[16]  are formed at pH values > 9 (as outlined before, we are not able to obtain equilibrium 290 

conditions above pH 7).  291 

The complexes with stoichiometry MLH is formed by the coordination of a carboxylate group to 292 

the oxido cation, but the stability constants of these species, even if subtracting the contribution due 293 

to the carboxylate protonation, is higher than that of acetate (logKML = 1.81) [1]. The values of logK 294 

for MLH complexes (logK is referred to the reaction VO2+ + HrL
r–z � VOHrL

2+r–z, with z = charge 295 

of the fully deprotonated ligand) reported in Table 1 for L-malate and L-tartrate, might suggest the 296 

involvement of a second donor group in the coordination. A similar behaviour was previously 297 

recorded for malonate [1]  and the participation of the protonated carboxylic group in the 298 

coordination has been proposed. The species with stoichiometry VOL of L-malate can involve a 299 

seven membered chelate ring due to the coordination of two carboxylate donors, but the logKML of 300 



4.85 is higher than that of succinic acid (logKML = 3.25) [1]. The hydroxyl group involvement 301 

seems to be probable as just reported for other hydroxoacids [2].  302 

 303 

3.3 Visible spectra 304 

 305 

The visible spectrophotometric measurements have been performed at different pH values, in the 306 

same experimental conditions as potentiometric ones. Experimental spectra of vanadyl with L-307 

malate and L-tartrate are reported in Fig. 3. Both the ligands originate binary systems with show the 308 

presence of three absorption bands in the acidic pH-range. The first one (I) in the range 820–750 309 

nm, the second one (II) in the range 600–550 nm and the third one (III) in the range 400–430 nm. 310 

The increasing of pH provides a clear ipo- and batho-chromic effect of the band I, an intense 311 

increasing of absorption values of the band II and the clear appearance of the band III. For pH 312 

higher than ~6 the systems present spectra with four absorption bands, with maxima absorption 313 

values at about 400, 530, 595 and 850-900 nm. For each system investigated, from the whole of the 314 

spectra recorded on solutions at different concentrations and pH values, we have also estimated the 315 

individual spectrum of the relevant species in solution. The principal spectral features of these 316 

complexes are listed in Table 2 and the spectra are reported in Figs. S1-S2 of Supplementary 317 

material (Appendix A). For each complex the values of λmax and εmax of the bands are identified 318 

through a Gaussian deconvolution in order to better locate the band position when the spectrum 319 

presents a shoulder instead of a well-defined maximum. For pH higher than ~6 the model speciation 320 

assumes, for the malate system, the increase of the species [VO(mal)2H-2]
4- and [(VO)2(mal)2H-3]

3-, 321 

and the increase of [(VO)2(tar)2H-4]
4-, in the case of tartrate (see Figs. 1, 2). The software 322 

elaboration ascribes a calculated spectrum with four absorption bands to [VO(mal)2H-2]
4- and to 323 



[(VO)2(tar)2H-4]
4-. 324 

 325 

3.4 DFT calculation 326 

 327 

3.4.1 Set up of the computational method 328 

 329 

The proposed speciation has been checked by means of a computational modelling. Various DFT 330 

studies concerning vanadyl coordinated by oxygenated ligands have been reported [16,33,34], and 331 

results were obtained by employing different hybrid functional and basis set. We have set up the 332 

computational method by examining the well-known aqua-vanadyl complex, both in the form of 333 

[VO(H2O)5]
2+, with four equatorial and one axial water ligand, and [VO(H2O)4]

2+ system, with only 334 

equatorial ligands. According to Dos Santos et al. [33] the best balance between exchange and 335 

correlation functional has been obtained with the exchange functional of Perdew, Burke and 336 

Ernzerhof (PBE) and the gradient-corrected correlation functional of Perdew (P86), with a fine 337 

integration grid and . We used the 6-31g basis set for the light elements and the Los Alamos ECP 338 

and double zeta basis set (LANL2DZ) for the vanadium. We optimized geometry without symmetry 339 

constraints and obtained a minimum, (according to all positive vibrational frequencies) with a C2v 340 

point group. The geometric parameters agree with the experimental data [35,36] (see Table 3). 341 

Vibrational stretching of V=O is computed at 1062 cm-1 (unscaled) or 998 cm-1 (scaled with the 342 

common 0.94 factor) for the penta-aqua complex, and 1091 cm-1 (unscaled) or 1025 cm-1 (scaled) 343 

for  the tetra-aqua complex. These values are in good accord with the experimental at 996 cm-1 [6]. 344 

Electronic transition computed by TD-DFT for [VO(H2O)5]
2+ are 698 nm (0.0001) (dxy � dxz); 630 345 

nm (0.0002) (dxy � dyz); 522 nm (0.0000) (dxy � dx2-y2); while the complex [VO(H2O)4]
2+ shows 346 



three transition computed at 740 nm (0.0002) (dxy � dxz); 570 nm(0.0001) (dxy � dyz); 529 nm 347 

(0.0000) (dxy � dx2-y2). The water complex of VO2+  presents two features,  respectively at 765 and 348 

635 nm (spectra reported in the Supplementary material, Fig. S5). Surprisingly, the values 349 

computed for [VO(H2O)4]
2+ are in better accord with  the experimental pattern, notwithstanding 350 

many experimental works [37,38] indicate that the common  water complex of vanadyl ion is the 351 

penta-aqua specie. This suggests to be very careful in the using electronic spectra to validate a 352 

modelled species. It is significant the variation of the position and intensity of the bands of the 353 

electronic spectrum in the aqua-complexes of VO2+, that indicates a great sensibility of the UV-vis 354 

pattern to the coordination sphere. For this reason we have explored the effect of changing the 355 

ligand charge, by substitution of H2O with OH- ion. We analysed various geometries: 356 

[VO(OH)(H2O)3]
+; cis- and trans-[VO(OH)2(H2O)2]; [VO(OH)4]

2-. In Fig. 6 are reported the 357 

computed electronic spectra. An exploration of the MO composition shows that the substitution of 358 

the water ligand with hydroxide ions modifies the energy of d orbitals with a consequent alteration 359 

of the intensity pattern and position of UV-vis bands. Substitution of two water with OH- gives 360 

intensity to the high-energy transition at around 450 nm. This result is in accordance with the UV-361 

vis spectra obtained for the hydroxylated acids (see Fig 3). The participation of R-O- or OH- to 362 

vanadyl coordination gives spectra with bands II shifted to lower wavelength and increased 363 

intensity with respect to aqua-vanadyl complex (see Table 2).  364 

 365 

3.4.2 DFT simulation of the complexes. 366 

 367 

For the complexes with stoichiometry M:L = 1:1 of VO2+ with malate, various models can be 368 

computed. In Fig. 7 we report two possible geometries for the complex [VOmalH-1]
-: a complex 369 



with the two –COOH and the –OH all deprotonated and coordinated to the vanadyl ion, and the 370 

fourth coordination site occupied by a water molecule, [VOmalH-1]
- - (I); a complex with one –371 

COOH and the –OH, both deprotonated , coordinated to the VO2+ ion, and the other two equatorial 372 

coordination sites occupied by water molecules, [VOmalH-1]- - (II). The distortion parameter τ of 373 

the structure [39] (I)  is 0.83, close to the value 1.0 typical of trigonal bipyramid arrangement of the 374 

oxygen atoms; while for the structure (II) τ = 0.15, revealing a square pyramid arrangement. The 375 

interaction with the alcoholic oxygen generates a bond distance shorter than carboxylic oxygen, in 376 

accord with the experimental trend found in hydroxyl-carboxylate complexes of vanadyl ion. 377 

Similarly to the mononuclear complex, also for the binuclear complexes (VO)2(mal)2H-n of the 378 

malate several structures can be proposed. Crystal structures of V(IV) complexed by malic acid are 379 

not reported in the CSD (Cambridge Structural Database): there are binuclear species containing 380 

V(V) as dioxidovanadium ion [40] or as VO ion equatorially coordinated by a dioxygen ligand 381 

[41,42]. Because the recorded electronic spectra are more coherent with a square-pyramidal VO(O)4 382 

geometry, we have examined (VO)2(mal)2H-n models with this arrangement of ligand coordinated to 383 

vanadyl ion. The local coordination of the vanadyl ions in this antiorthogonal arrangement has been 384 

first analysed with a simpler system, containing only hydroxyl ions coordinated to the vanadium, 385 

[(VO)2(OH)6]
2-, four terminal and two bridged (Table 3 and Fig. S6). The electronic spectrum 386 

computed for this species is in good accord with the pattern found for the vanadyl-malate systems, 387 

(see Supplementary material, Appendix A) both for the wavelength than for the intensities of the 388 

bands. In Fig. 8-Ia we report the optimized geometries for a complex showing the malic acid fully 389 

deprotonated, coordinated by one carboxylic and two hydroxylic oxygen. The fourth equatorial 390 

coordination site of the vanadyl is occupied by a water molecule. The two vanadyl ions are arranged 391 

in an antiparallel way, and the system is diamagnetic. The mean distortion parameter τ is 0.1 and 392 



the coordination geometry of vanadium is closer to the square pyramid. The different protonation of 393 

the oxygen in the fourth coordination site of the vanadyl induces appreciable changes in the 394 

geometric parameter of the other coordinated oxygen, and this involves significant changes on the 395 

electronic spectra (see Supplementary material, Appendix A). A complex containing two malate 396 

coordinated by means of both carboxylate groups and the hydroxyl oxygen is reported in the Fig. 8-397 

Ib. This complex shows a significant deviation of the V=O orientation from the anti-parallel 398 

disposition of the systems previously examined; the O-V-V angles are respectively 130 and 94 399 

degrees, and this make the complex paramagnetic. The τ factor for both the vanadyl ions is 0.03, so 400 

the local geometry is very close to that pyramidal, with a trapezoidal base because of the O···O 401 

distance shorter in the hydroxyl groups than in the carboxyl. The computed electronic spectra show 402 

the three bands clearly shifted from the experimental ones (see Supplementary material, Appendix 403 

A). The dinuclear complex can be competitive with the formation of a mononuclear species, 404 

[VO(mal)2H-2]
4-. For this reason we have analysed the free energy variation for the reactions: 405 

 406 

1) 2[VO(OH2)5]
2+ + 2mal2- � [(VO)2(malH-1)2]

2- + 2H3O
+ + 8H2O 407 

2) [VO(OH2)5]
2+ + 2mal2- � [(VO)(malH-1)2]

4- + 2H3O
+ + 3H2O 408 

 409 

malH1- is the malic acid with the two –COOH and the –OH groups deprotonated. We have 410 

employed structures optimized to a minimum of energy, and considering the water solvent effect by 411 

using the PCM model. For reaction 1) we obtained ∆G = -35 kJ/mol, and for reaction 2) ∆G = 190 412 

kJ/mol. The [(VO)2(mal)2H-2]
2- structure seems therefore the more favoured. Another possible 413 

coordination geometry for dinuclear complexes is that found in tartrate binuclear systems. Crystal 414 

structures of different dinuclear complexes M2L2H-n have been reported [43,44], and the 415 

coordination to vanadyl ion involves the oxygen of the two hydroxyl and two carboxyl deprotonated 416 



groups. Tapscott reports also that the optical spectra of solid complex is similar to that in solution 417 

and proposes that the complex maintains the same structure. For this reason we have explored this 418 

kind of arrangement for the tartrate and malate ligands (see Table 3 and Figs. 8-Ic and II). The 419 

optimized geometries for [VO2(tart)2H-4]
4- show bond parameters in reasonable accord with 420 

experimental data; the O-VO-O angles are sharper, because of the greater computed distance of 421 

vanadyl groups  (V···V is 4.491Å (DFT) vs. 3.985 Å). Also in this case the dinuclear complex can 422 

be competitive with the formation of a mononuclear species, [VO(tar)2H-2]
4-. For this reason we 423 

have analysed the free energy variation for the reactions: 424 

 425 

1) 2[VO(OH2)5]
2+ + 2tar2- � [(VO)2(tarH-2)2]

4- + 4H3O
+ + 6H2O 426 

2) [VO(OH2)5]
2+ + 2tar2- � [(VO)(tarH-1)2]

4- + 2H3O
+ + 3H2O 427 

 428 

Also in this case we have employed structures optimized to a minimum of energy, considering the 429 

water solvent effect  by using the PCM model. For reaction 1) we obtained ∆G = -446 kJ/mol, and 430 

for reaction 2) ∆G = -183 kJ/mol. The [VO2(tart)2H-4]
4- structure seems therefore the more 431 

favoured.  432 

 433 

4. Discussion on the structure of complexes 434 

 435 

4.1 Discussion of visible spectra 436 

 437 

The experimental spectra are in accordance with previous works dealing with vanadyl-tartrate and -438 

malate systems [3,5,9,13,16,18] and the presence of four bands for the complexes ML2H-2 of 439 



malate, an α-hydroxylated acid, is expected [45,46]. In the case of tartrate systems, some 440 

researchers [7,13,16] associated the spectra with four absorption bands only to mononuclear species 441 

ML2H-n, but this assignment is not fully compatible with our experimental data that clearly proved 442 

that the dinuclear species are dominant also at high level of ligand concentration. The low 443 

percentage of the species ML2H-2 of tartrate, proved both by potentiometric and EPR 444 

measurements, cannot explain the experimental spectra (see Figs. 2 and 3). It is reasonable to 445 

suppose that also the dimer [(VO2)2(tart)2H-4]
4- can show a spectra with four absorption bands, 446 

given that the tartrate molecule has two α-hydroxylated units and in this complex  each vanadyl unit 447 

is coordinated by two (O-, COO-) donor sets, likewise in ML2H-2 of α-hydroxylated acids. This 448 

structure is in accordance with that proposed by Tapscott et al. [43] in the solid state. 449 

The three bands I, II and III of vanadyl spectra can be assigned to dxy � (dxz, dyz), dxy � dx2–y2 and 450 

dxy � dz2 transitions, respectively, according to the energy levels scheme generally admitted for 451 

oxidovanadium(IV) compounds with square-pyramidal geometry [4,47-49]. Therefore, the spectra 452 

of the species MLH, ML and M2L2H-n of L-malate, M2L2H-1 and M2L2H-2 of L-tartrate and of 453 

M2LH-n for both the ligands, were interpreted as done for a square-pyramidal  [7,16] complexes, 454 

similarly for the complexes of the most of carboxylic ligands [1,2,7,50] and according to the DFT 455 

structures (Fig. 8 Ia-c). The presence of four absorption bands is indicative of a change of the 456 

geometry around the vanadium centre, strongly distorted towards the trigonal bipyramid, that leads 457 

to the splitting of the dxz and dyz levels [7,13,16]. Therefore, the data suggests a geometry strongly 458 

distorted towards the trigonal bipyramid for the species ML2H-2 of malate, and the M2L2H-4 of 459 

tartrate.  460 

It is interesting the comparison of these spectra with those of citrate complexes. In our previous 461 

paper [2] we illustrated the spectra of the vanadyl-citrate complexes with two absorption bands, but 462 



in view of new results we propose now another spectra interpretation. In Table 2 we report the 463 

spectra of citrate complexes with three absorption bands, where the band II is resolved in two 464 

bands, coherently with level diagrams interpretation and with the asymmetry of spectra contour. 465 

With this ligand the spectra indicate a trigonal distortion for all the species with stoichiometry ML 466 

or M2L2H-n and an increase of the energy associated to the transition dxy � dxz (see -3Ds + 5Dt 467 

values). This behaviour is different from that of  malate and tartrate complexes and could be 468 

explained with the energy levels scheme proposed by Micera et al. [45] for ligands different from 469 

α-hydroxycarboxylic acid and which form chelated rings with 6 terms. 470 

 471 

4.2 Discussion of EPR spectra 472 

 473 

The EPR provides information about the reciprocal plans position of dxy orbitals of the two VO2+ in 474 

dinuclear species and, for both vanadyl-ligand systems, gives information about the donor groups 475 

involved in the coordination sphere. The values of A0 have been interpreted on the basis of the 476 

additivity method [27,28] and the stoichiometry of each species, proposed on the basis of this 477 

interpretation, fit very well with the model speciation. Nevertheless, it is necessary to take into 478 

account the possible effect of the trigonal distortion. For example, for mononuclear species, on the 479 

basis of the additivity method [27,28], the A0 = 97.45 × 10-4 cm-1 observed in the EPR spectra of 480 

malate system could be attributable to a [VOmalH-1]
- species, where VO2+ ion is coordinated by two 481 

water molecule, one carboxylate group and one OH- ion. Otherwise, taking into account the 482 

structures proposed by DFT calculations (Fig. 7), when all the donor group of malate participate to 483 

the coordination, [VO(mal)H-1]
- - (I), the trigonal-bipyramidal arrangement (τ = 0.83) induces a 484 

different interaction between the ligands orbitals and the vanadyl group, making unsuitable the 485 



additivity method [27,28] proposed for planar structures [28]. Therefore, is not possible the 486 

attribution of a certain structure to this species on the basis of the experimental data. Whereas much 487 

less questionable are the structures of ML or ML2H-2, where the coordination by a (COO-, COO-) 488 

donor set or by two (COO-, O-) donor sets, respectively, is highly probable. 489 

 490 

5. Conclusions 491 

 492 

The formation percentages of the complexes, calculated applying the chemical model (see Figs. 1b 493 

and 2b), are really coherent with the EPR spectra intensity recorded with analogue solutions. The 494 

agreement between the speciation distribution (Figs. 1-2) and the nature and the intensity of EPR 495 

spectra, for each pH value, confirms the actuality of the chemical model proposed, where the 496 

dinuclear species M2L2H-n are predominant for both vanadyl-ligand systems, also in case of high 497 

ligand excess. The close combination of speciation studies and spectroscopic characterization led us 498 

to obtain an accurate picture of the VO2+ behaviour with hydroxylated carboxylic ligands and to 499 

propose an improved speciation model, suitable for a wide range of metal to ligand ratio.  500 

On the basis of speciation model and UV-vis spectra obtained for the systems of 501 

oxidovanadium(IV) with malate, tartrate and citrate, a spectral behaviour of the oxido cation with 502 

hydroxylated carboxylic ligands was proposed suggesting that different spectral effects can occur 503 

when the oxido cation is inserted in chelated rings with 6 or 5 terms. Nevertheless, this hypothesis 504 

need further study in order to be proved. 505 

 506 

 507 

 508 



Appendix A. Supplementary material 509 

Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in the online version, at http:// 510 
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Figures 649 

 650 

 651 

Fig. 1 Distribution diagrams of vanadyl-L-malate system for solution: a) CVO = 5.0 mmol L-1, CL = 5.3 652 

mmol L-1; b) CVO = 5.0 mmol L-1, CL = 50.0 mmol L-1; I = 0.1 mol L-1 (KCl) and t = 25 °C.  653 

 654 

 655 

Fig. 2 Distribution diagrams of vanadyl-L-tartrate system for solutions: a) CVO = 5.0 mmol L-1, CL = 5.33 656 

mmol L-1 in KCl 0.1 mol L-1; b) CVO = 6.0 mmol L-1, CL = 40.0 mmol L-1 in NaCl 0.1 mol L-1; t = 25 °C. 657 

  658 
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Fig.3 Experimental visible spectra in function of pH condition of : a) CVO = 6 mmol L-1 and Cmal = 668 

60 mmol L-1 solution; b) CVO = 6 mmol L-1 and Ctar = 40 mmol L-1 solution; I = 0.1 mol L-1 with KCl 669 

(or NaCl for solution a) and t = 25 °C. The pH values of solutions are reported on each spectrum.  670 
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 671 

Fig. 4 EPR spectra of VO2+-malate solutions  with CVO = 5.0 mmol L-1 and CL = 50.0 mmol L-1  at 672 

different pH values and room temperature. The lines belonging to the different species are labelled as 673 

follows: #, A0 = 102.10 × 10-4 cm-1; §, A0 = 92.70 × 10-4 cm-1; *, A0 = 82.30 × 10-4 cm-1.   674 



 675 

Fig.5 EPR spectra of VO2+-tartrate solutions at room temperature. Signals of: a) mononuclear species 676 

recorded at pH 6.3 with CVO = 6.0 mmol L-1, CL = 40.0 mmol L-1; b) dinuclear species (S = 1) recorded at 677 

pH 4.5 with CVO = 5.0 mmol L-1, CL = 5.0 mmol L-1.     678 
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Fig. 6 Computed electronic spectra of [VO(OH)(H2O)3]
+; cis- and trans-[VO(OH)2(H2O)2]; [VO(OH)4]
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Fig. 7. The complex [VOmalH-1]
1-, form (I), left; form (II), right.  685 
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Fig. 8 Possible structures of the complex: Ia-c) [(VO)2(mal)2H-2]
2-; II) [(VO)2(tart)2H-4]

4-. 688 



Tables 689 

 690 

Table 1 Protonation constants of carboxylic acids and formation constants for VO2+-carboxylate systems, 691 

at I = 0.1 mol L-1 (KCl) and t = 25°C. 692 

Ligand Species logββββpqr
a logK 

b 

L-(-)-malic acid 

 

 

HL 4.6426  

H2L 7.8826 3.24 

VOLH 7.30 ± 0.08c 2.66 

VOL 4.85 ± 0.02  

VOLH-1 0.01 ± 0.01  

(VO)2L2H-1 7.95 ± 0.05  

(VO)2L2H-2 3.20 ± 0.04  

(VO)2L2H-3 -3.56 ± 0.08  
 

VOL2 7.00 ± 0.08  

VOL2H-1 1.70 ± 0.09  

VOL2H-2 -5.70 ± 0.09  

(VO)2LH-1 4.20 ± 0.02  

(VO)2LH-2 0.01 ± 0.01  

weighted standard deviation of the fit d 2.8  

14 titration curves 467 experimental points  

L-(+)-tartaric acid HL 3.9327  

H2L 6.7627 2.83 

VOLH 6.64 ± 0.05c 2.71 

VOL2H-2 -3.22 ± 0.07  

(VO)2L2H-1 10.09 ± 0.03  

(VO)2L2H-2 6.78 ± 0.03  

(VO)2L2H-3 0.12 ± 0.05  

(VO)2L2H-4 -5.79 ± 0.04  

(VO)2LH-1 4.92 ± 0.04  

(VO)2LH-2 0.97 ± 0.03  

weighted standard deviation of the fit d 1.69  

13 titration curves 377 experimental points  
 

a refer to the general reaction: pVO2+ + qLz-+ rH+ � (VO)pLqHr
2p+r-qz 693 

b logK values are calculated from logβ values and refer to the reaction: pVO2++HrL
r−z � (VO)pHrL

2p+r−z, with z = charge of the 694 
fully deprotonated ligand 695 

c ± standard deviation.21 696 
d weight for each experimental point is given as w = 1/s2 (see ref. 21) 697 
 698 



 699 

Table 2 Values of λmax/nm, εmax/dm3 mol-1 cm-1, -3Ds+5Dt (kK) and 10Dq (kK) for relevant species in solution. 700 

Ligand Species  λλλλmax/nm  εεεεmax/dm3 mol-1 cm-1 a Transition energy b/kKc 

Ιd Ιb a ΙΙ d ΙII d  Ι d Ιb d ΙΙ d ΙII d -3Ds+5Dt 10Dq 

water1  765  635 she 

b] 
  16  7  13.0 15.9 

L-(-)-malic acid VOLH 767  609 sh   17  4  13.0 16.4 
 VOL 766  595   22  11  13.0 16.8 

 (VO)2L2H-1 771  581 410 sh  40  22 4 13.0 17.2 

 (VO)2L2H-2 790  610 420 sh  40  28 8 12.7 16.4 

 (VO)2L2H-3 815  591   33  14  12.3  16.9 

 VOL2 782  562   32  13  12.8 17.8 

 (VO)L2H-1 796  577   23  13  12.6 17.3 

 (VO)L2H-2 841 616 524 400  19 24 25 43 11.9 16.2 19.1 

L-(+)-tartaric acid (VO)2L2H-1 757  558 sh   49  15  13.2 17.9 
 (VO)2L2H-2 780  552   42  23  12.8 18.1 

 (VO)2L2H-4 900 586  522 399  43 47 43 103 11.1 17.1 19.2 

citric acid2 VOLH2 763  610 sh   14  3  13.1 16.4 

VOLH 785  608 sh   25  3  12.7 16.4 

VOL 721 594 542   9 13 6  13.9 16.8 18.5 

(VO)2L2H-1 702 sh 585 547   29 30 20  14.2 17.1 18.3 

(VO)2L2H-2 689 sh 593 545   27 14 18  14.5 16.9 18.3 

(VO)2LH-1 767  592 sh   48  18  13.0 16.9 

(VO)2LH-2 760  593 sh   29  20  13.2 16.9 
 

 

a The uncertainty on εmax values ranges between 1 and 10%. 701 
b The term -3Ds+5Dt correspond to the energy of electronic transition dxy � dxz, dyz or dxy � dxz and dxy � dyz, and the 10Dq correspond to the energy of dxy � dx2–y2; 702 

the transition energy uncertainty is of 0.1 kK units considering that the λmax values are obtained elaborating the experimental absorbance values sampled each 5 nm. 703 
c  kK = 10-3 cm-1. 704 
d transition band ordered by increasing energy. The band Ib is due to the splitting of  dxz, and dyz energy levels (see paragraph Visible spectra)e 705 
e sh = shoulder. 706 



Table 3 Structural parameters obtained from DFT calculations for vanadyl complexes in water. 707 

Bonds and 
angles 

Values of bond lengths (Å) and angles 

 [VO(H2O)5]
2+ [VO(H2O)4]

2+ [VO(mal)H-1]
- [(VO)2(mal)2H-2]

2-  (Ia) [(VO)2(mal)2H-2]
2-  (Ic) [(VO)2(OH)6]

2- [(VO)2(tart)2H-4]
4- [[(VO)2(tart)2H-4]

4- (exp.) 

d(V=O) 1.597 1.581 1.631 1.626 1.628 1.642 1.636 1.599 

d(V-O)eq 2.060, 2.051 2.053, 2.000 2.185 1.934  1.921 (terminal)   

d(V-O)ax 2.172        

d(V-O)-OH   1.892 1.919 1.932 2.045  
(bridge) 

1.880 1.933 

d(V-O)-COOH   1.982, 1.966 1.992 2.003  1.994 2.023 

d(V-O)-OH2     2.048    

n(V=O) 1062 1091 1024 1005, 1002 1021, 1007 983, 986 980, 984  

O-(VO)-O     157°, 126°;  140°, 143°  143°, 146° 146°, 154° 
 

 708 

 709 
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